METABUILD Project is organizing a Technology Fair so that Metal
Industries in Nepal can implement Resource Efficient Cleaner Production (RECP)
and gain in terms of Improvement in Efficiency, saving of resources, minimization of
generated wastes and hazards, and improvement in occupational health and safety
aspects. Other industries also can reap the benefits from the Technology Fair.
The exhibitors will benefit from purchase orders for their technology, one
to one contact with the potential buyers, opportunity to brief and discuss on the
benefits of the technology being exhibited and opportunity to make presentation in
the seminar workshop organized as a side event of the Fair.
The participating metal industries will be benefitted from the exhibition of
the more efficient and cleaner technology being exhibited in the fair. They will have
the opportunity to learn, see and know about the new and improved technology to
be used in their companies. They will be able to know the cost of the technology and
will be able to calculate the benefits including the payback period of their
investment. They will also have a good chance to meet with the technology supplier
as well as some potential financing institutions for funding for the implementation
of the measures.

Why you should exhibit?







Metal industries in need to improve their technology will be visiting the fair
Back to back business opportunities
Opportunity to convince the potential users of your efficient technologies
Opportunity to meet persons from related financial institutions
Opportunity to make a presentation about the products & services in the
seminar conducted as a side events
You will get 3 m X 4 m stall to exhibit free of charge with facilities:
o One table
o Two chairs
o Two spot lights
o One name board
o
220 V, 5A plug point Electricity

Why you should visit?






Opportunity to know about more efficient technology
Improve efficiency and improve productivity
Save resources and save money while you save environment
Make your working condition safe and more healthy
Know about access to financing opportunities

One of the main objectives of the METABUILD Project is to bring together
the technology suppliers and Technology Explorers for the
implementation of process improvements in Metal Industries in Nepal.
We are inviting interested technology suppliers to participate in this
technology fair to give information and to demonstrate their products and
services under following categories:

 Efficient Welding
Machine

 Energy Efficient Pumps
and Blowers

 Automatic Power Factor
Controller (APFC) and
Capacitor Banks

 Energy Efficient Motors

 Dust/Fume/Smoke
Extractor

 Boilers/Furnaces and
Generator Sets

 Powder Coating and
Spray-Painting
Technology

 Efficient Air
Compressors

 Industrial Wastewater
Treatment System

 Efficient Lighting

 Thermal Insulation

 Measuring/ Monitoring
Equipment

 Solar Lights

 Advance Shearing and
Cutting

 Efficient Heat exchanger

 Hazardous Waste and
Gas Handling

 Personal Protective
Equipment

 Zinc Dross Press, Zinc Ash
Removal Technique

 Polycarbonate (PC)
Sheets/ Translucent
Sheets

 Chemical Recovery in
Metal Industry/ Iron
Removal in Pickling

 Metal scrap utilization

 Eco-Ventilator

 Variable Frequency
Drives (VFD)

 Any other Efficient &
Cleaner Technology for
Metal Industries

Our Participating Industries:

There are 82 participating metal industries desirous to implement RECP using more
efficient and cleaner technologies to be exhibited. The categories of these industries
are as given below. Other industries also can reap the benefits from the Technology
Fair. We will inform all the related associations to send their members.

In all of these companies feasible investment opportunities have been identified for
technology change/ improvement in existing process for energy efficiency, resource
efficiency, improvement in productivity and quality, use of renewable energy etc.
including improvement in occupational health and safety aspects.
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